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Contribution of carrier recombination from thep/i interface regions and the bulk to the dark
current–voltage (JD –V) and short-circuit current–open-circuit voltage (Jsc–Voc) characteristics of
hydrogenated amorphous-silicon~a-Si:H! p–i–n and n–i–p solar cells have been separated,
identified, and quantified. Results are presented and discussed here which show that a maximum 1
sun Voc for a given bulk material can be validly extrapolated from bulk dominatedJsc–Voc

characteristics at low illumination intensities. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
@S0003-6951~00!01445-5#
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Significant progress has been made in increasing op
circuit voltages (Voc) in p–i–n and n–i–p hydrogenated
amorphous-silicon~a-Si:H! solar cells with values over 1 V
being obtained,1 however, there are also still unanswer
questions regarding the physical phenomena that und
their magnitude and stability. Even though it is known th
the band gap of the intrinsic layers and thep/i interface re-
gions play very important roles in determiningVoc, their
contributions as yet have not been sufficiently separated
quantified so as to allow the limitations imposed by the b
i layer to be evaluated.2 This is in part because in such stu
ies both thep/i interface regions and the bulki layer were
changed.2,3 Such absence of reliably quantified informatio
about the individual contributions of the bulk and interfa
seriously limits the ability of systematically~rather than em-
pirically! improving theVoc. In addition, it does not allow
any meaningful predictions to be made regarding the m
mum attainable value ofVoc under 1 sun illumination, for a
given intrinsic material. To overcome these limitations
study was carried out in which the contributions of hig
quality protocrystalline Si:H intrinsic layers were held co
stant and thep/i interface regions andp layers were system
atically changed. This was carried out by fabricatingp–i–n
solar cells with 200 Å regions adjacent to thep a-SiC:H
having different H2 dilution as well as fabricatingn–i–p cell
structures withp-mc Si:H. Because of the high quality of th
intrinsic material, even goodp/i interface regions have sig
nificant effects on both the dark current voltage (JD –V) and
Voc characteristics. This allows the contributions to theVoc

of differentp/i interface regions as well as that of the bulk
be quantified for cell structures that exhibit both highVoc and
high fill factors ~0.72 for 4000 Åi layers!.

The protocrystalline solar cells were fabricated with
trinsic Si:H by rf plasma-enhanced chemical-vapor depo
tion with SiH4 diluted with hydrogen with a dilution ration
R[@H2#/@SiH4#510 under conditions previously described4
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Thep–i–n structures consisted of specular SnO2/p a-SiC:H
~250 Å!/i a-Si:H~4000 Å!/nmc-Si:H~250 Å!/Cr and then–i–p
structures were stainless-steel/n a-Si:H~250 Å!/i a-Si:H~400
Å!/pmc-Si:H/ITO with thepmc-Si:H and ITO contacts being
deposited by United Solar.5 In the p–i–n cells the 200 Åp/i
interface regions were systematically improved7 by increas-
ing their R from 10 to 40. To minimize possible contribu
tions of shunts to the darkJ–V at low forward bias, small
areas~0.02 cm2) were defined by reactive ion etching of th
nmc-Si:H layers. TheJD –V andJsc–Voc characteristics were
measured at 25 °C with the latter being obtained with illum
nations between;107 and;50 suns. Results were obtaine
on cells in the annealed state~4 h at 170 °C! as well as the 1
sun degraded steady state~DSS! obtained after 100 h of
illumination.6

In the annealed state the 1 sunVoc in the p–i–n cells
systematically improved from 0.872 to 0.933 V asR at the
p/i interface increased from 10 to 40 and then–i–p cells
were 0.941 V. There were no indications that any of the
voltages were limited by the built-in potentials sinceVoc well
over 1 V were obtained at low temperatures and hig
illuminations.7 the p–i–n cells with R,40 exhibited virtu-
ally no change inVoc after 1 sun exposure to the DSS
whereas theR540 p–i–n and then–i–p cellsbothdegraded
to 0.92 V. This result is remarkable due to the vastly diffe
entp/i interfaces andp layers of the two cells. The observe
stability of the 1 sunVoc strongly suggests their values a
limited by the recombination processes in thep/i interface
regions since they are unaffected by the light-induced def
created in the bulk.

The effect of the improvedp/i interface regions on the
recombination of carriers is evident in the difference in t
JD –V characteristics of theR510 andR540 p/i interface
cells in the annealed state. These are shown in Fig. 1 an
can be seen that the presence of theR540 interface reduces
the forward-bias current densities by over an order of m
nitude. In this case, the improvement is sufficient to allo
the currents to now be determined by the recombination
the bulk rather than thep/i interface. This is clearly indicated
3 © 2000 American Institute of Physics

to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcpyrts.html.
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by fast changes in theJD –V characteristics also shown Fig
1 after light-induced defects are crated in the bulki layer
after 5 min of 1 sun illumination. These fast changes in
p–i–n cell are synonymous with those observed in the fil
of identical material.8 On the other hand, theR510 interface
cell’s JD –V characteristic is not affected by short light e
posures.

The exponential dependence of the current on volt
seen in Fig. 1 can be expressed as

JD5J0@exp~qV/mkT!21#, ~1!

wherem is an operational diode quality factor andJ0 is the
reverse saturation current density.J0 is determined by the
number of charge carriersgeneratedin the bulk (JOB) plus
those in thep/i interface region (JOI), when there is no volt-
age applied. The values ofm, which are determined by th
voltage dependence of recombination ofinjectedcarriers and
their values, depend oni layer thickness as well as the
densities and distributions of recombination centers, a
have a bulk and interface recombination component. The
creasing ofm from 1.3 to 1.6, is in part a reflection of th
interface recombination having a higher-voltage depende
than the bulk, however, it should be noted that even b
values ofm are not unique for high-qualitya-SiH.

Contributions toVoc of the p/i interface and the bulk
could be identified from its dependence on illumination co
ering a wide range in the intensities. Since in these cells
short-circuit current densities (Jsc) have a linear dependenc
on intensity this is also illustrated by the correspond
Jsc–Voc characteristics such as those shown in Fig. 2. Fig
2~a! shows the results for the annealed state of theR510,
R540 interfacep–i–n cells and then–i–p cells for a range
of illuminations from 1027 to 1 sun (Jsc51029– 1022

mA/cm2) as well as theJD –V characteristic for theR
540 p/ i interface cell of Fig. 1. The characteristics in Fi
2~a! can also be represented by an equation of the same
as Eq.~1!, whereJD andV are replaced byJsc andVoc. In
the case of the twop–i–n cells, theJsc–Voc characteristics
exhibit two distinct reactions; one withmB51.6 and the

FIG. 1. JD –V characteristics of thep–i–n solar cells withR510 p/ i inter-
face in the annealed state and with anR540 p/i interface in the annealed
state, after 5 min of 1 sun illumination, and in the degraded steady sta
Downloaded 10 Jan 2001  to 130.203.199.192.  Redistribution subject 
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other withmI51.35. Then–i–p cell, on the other hand, ex
hibits m5mB51.6 over the entire range of illumination u
to 1 sun (1022 A/cm2), which is the same value as that fo
the exponential region of theJD –V for the R540 interface
cell. The overlap at low intensities of the current–volta
regions with anmB of 1.6 clearly implies that these value
are associated with recombination dominated by the b
and themI values with that in thep/i interface region. It can
also be seen in Fig. 2~a! that the significant lowering of car
rier recombination by theR540 p/ i interface region in the
p–i–n cells results in an extension of their superposition
the n–i–p cell characteristics from 1027 A/cm2 ~0.45 V! to
131023 A/cm2 ~0.8 V!.

The corresponding results for the DSS are shown in F
2~b! where theJsc–Voc characteristics are now composed
virtually unchanged short-circuit currents and lower ope
circuit voltages for any given intensity except in the regi
indicted bymI51.3. These characteristics reflect the con
bution of the light-induced defects in thei layer that, as
shown in Fig. 1, significantly increase the dark currents a
change the values ofm from mB51.6 to mB* 51.8 ~in the
DSS!. Despite the changes inVoc there is clear superpositio
of the Jsc–Voc characteristics for the three cells as well
overlap with theJD –V results, as implied by Sakaiet al.2

and in contrast to claims made by Hegedus, Salzman,
Fagen.3 It is important to note that this superposition is no
significantly more extensive than in the annealed state
that it occurs withmB* 51.8, which is the same as for th

.

FIG. 2. ~a! and~b!: JD –V characteristics of for anR540 p/i interface cell
superimposed on theJsc–Voc characteristics for three cells: anR510 p/i
interfacep–i–n cell, anR540 p/i interfacep–i–n cell, and ann–i–p cell in
the annealed state.~b! illustrates the same characteristics as in~a! in the
degraded steady state
to AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcpyrts.html.
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JD –V characteristics. In the case of theR510 interface cell,
themB* 51.8 region now extends to an illumination intensi
of 1022 suns (Jsc51024 A/cm2, Voc50.7 V indicated by the
arrow! before the stableVoc regime of Fig. 2~a! sets in. In the
case of theR540 interface cell, this regime extends now a
the way up to an illumination of 1 sun illumination. Such a
extension of superposition and the concomitant degrada
in Voc are a clear indication that the results in these cells w
mB* 51.8 correspond to theVoc values that are determine
predominantly by the bulk in the DSS.

Several points can be made here without the deta
discussion that will be carried out elsewhere. We have sho
that it is possible to separate, identify, and quantify the b
and interface contributions to theJD –V andJsc–Voc charac-
teristics and how to establish the maximum 1 sunVoc for a
non-contact-limited cell for any given bulk material. The va
ues of mB found for Eq. ~1! are specific to the particula
properties of this intrinsic layer and its thickness, as is
overlap of theJsc–Voc with bulk-dominatedJD –V charac-
teristics. Such overlaps are not primarily limited only by s
ries resistance2 but also by the range of illumination intens
ties whose photogenerated carriers do not seriously affec
recombination of injected charge carriers with forward bi
The results presented here on cells in the annealed and
DSS indicate that providing there exists an extended reg
of superposition between shunt-free, bulk-dominatedJD –V
characteristics and the correspondingJsc–Voc characteristics
with the same values ofmB , mB* , and J0 , it is valid to
extrapolate these results to obtain the maximumVoc at 1 sun
illumination that is attainable for that bulk material.

For the cells consisting of this protocrystalline bulk m
terial, which has a Cody optical gap of 1.7 eV and a mobi
gap of 1.86 eV determined by internal photoemission,9 the
limit imposed by the bulk on the 1 sunVoc for the DSS is
0.92 V @n–i–p andp–i–n (R540) cells#. These results show
that the creation of;1017 cm23 light-induced defects in the
bulk10 leads to a 22 meV decrease inVoc at 1 sun illumina-
Downloaded 10 Jan 2001  to 130.203.199.192.  Redistribution subject 
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tion. This drop occurs becausemB* , being larger thanmB ,
decreases more rapidly as the intensity of illumination
lowered and the split in the quasi-Fermi levels is reduced
the lower generation of carriers. This underscores the v
limited information that has been obtained only from 1 s
illumination studies and their analysis. Finally, since the
sults presented here have quantified bulk andp/i interface
contributions to carrier recombination, they allow realis
analysis to be carried out on cell characteristics without
arbitrary assumptions being made about the properties o
p/i interface regions.11
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